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Abstract

In this project, we implement two approaches to the image captioning task as
covered in the ICLR 2015: the baseline Nearest-Neighbor model, which is a caption
retrieval approach, and the State-of-the-Arts (SOTA) CNN-LSTM model, which is
a caption generation approach. We evaluate both approaches on common lexical
similarity scoring metrics, and found comparative results to previous literature.
GitHub repositories for our implementations are in our Appendix Section 5.1.

1 Background

With the boom of deep CNN models in the image recognition space in the last decade, as well
as the increasingly accurate machine translation models using RNNs, the problem of generating
novel image descriptions has experienced resurgence as an important intersection of the computer
vision and natural language processing fields. In this project, we compare two approaches to this
image captioning task that were covered in the ICLR 2015. The first is a caption retrieval approach
built upon a k-Nearest-Neighbor model as implemented in the paper by Devlin, et al. (2015). This
approach, although restricted by the training set of captions, performed nearly as well as many other
more complex, generative models in the lexical similarity scoring metrics. We also look at the 2015
State-of-the-Arts (SOTA) generative CNN-LSTM approach, as presented in the Show and Tell paper
by Vinyals, et al. (2014). Because machine translation involving English is temporal (the positions of
words matters), dynamic programming techniques such as BeamSearch are popular since they serve
as better heuristics than "greedy algorithms".

For both approaches, we implemented and trained the models on the MS COCO dataset [1], which is
comprised of 82,783 training, 40,504 validation, and 40,775 testing images. Each image also has 5
written captions. The performance in both quantitative scoring metrics and qualitative observations
between the two approaches are presented in this paper.

2 Baseline: Nearest-Neighbor Approach

To build a baseline for the image captioning task, we implemented the caption retrieval methods
offered by the Nearest-Neighbor approach, as covered in the paper by Devlin, et al. (2015). The code
repository for our implementation of this approach is available at here.
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The Nearest-Neighbor approach first builds a neighborhood of training image features, from which a
caption can be borrowed for a validation image. In the original literature by Devlin, et al. (2015),
the approach was applied with the GIST feature space [5] and on a set of deep features computed
using the fc7 layer of VGG16 Net trained using the 1,000 ImageNet classification task [2]. The fc7
feature space performed significantly better across all scoring metrics when compared to GIST. Thus,
in our implementation, we used deep features as the feature space. To obtain the image features of
the training images and later, the validation images, the feature vector from the ‘avgpool‘ layer of
ResNet-50 [3] (See Appendix Section 5.2) trained off of the ImageNet dataset [4] was used. The
images are first scaled to a resolution of 224 x 224 and normalized to the mean and standard deviation
expected by the ResNet-50 model [3]. ResNet-50 was used for a clearer comparison with the CNN-
LSTM approach, which also used the ResNet-50 model while training the final fully-connected layer
(see section 3).

Once the image features of the training images are extracted, a neighborhood of training image
features are generated using scikit-learn’s ‘NearestNeighbors‘ class [6]. This class implements
unsupervised nearest neighbors learning which automatically chooses between the KDTree, BallTree
and brute force pairwise neighbors search algorithm based on the dataset [7]. Although the original
literature presents results obtained from k=130 [2], we found our implementation produced better
results with a smaller value of k (k=100) given the smaller training dataset we used in building the
nearest-neighbor graph (see Section 4). A sample of the nearest-neighbor match is presented in the
Appendix Section 5.4.

To select a representative caption that best represent the cluster the validation image is fitted to, a
"consensus" caption is selected. Given k images in the cluster for a given validation image, the union
of their captions n = 5k is taken to create set C. The consensus caption, c∗ is defined as the caption
in C that has the highest average lexical similarity to the other captions in C:

c∗ = argmax
c∈C

∑

c
′
∈C

Sim(c, c
′

) (1)

For the lexical similarity function used in (1), the original literature examined two similarity functions,
BLEU [8] and CIDEr [9]. CIDEr was found to generate more descriptive captions, given CIDEr’s
preference for rarer n-grams, but ultimately performed slightly worse than BLEU on the scoring
metrics [2]. As a result, we used BLEU in our implementation.

3 State-of-the-Arts: CNN-LSTM Approach

As opposed to the Nearest-Neighbors retrieval method, the SOTA approach at the time of the ICLR
2015 was a generative method. Vinyals et al. (2014) builds on previous work of an Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN)-Encoder-Decoder architecture for machine translation and text generation, and
replaces the RNN in the Encoder with a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). This architecture
employs a simple chain-based probabilistic model in the Encoder for sentences corresponding to an
image in addition to the CNNs that represent the images well [12].

log p(S|I) =

N∑

t=0

log p(St|I, S0, . . . , St−1) (2)

The Decoder portion of the model optimizes the log probabilities (2) of the unbounded sentences
over the training set using stochastic gradient descent. Sentences are generated by word per time-step
t, and hidden states ht in the Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) have embedded expressions of the
words conditioned up to time-step t− 1. In other words, the LSTM is used to predict the next word
in the generated sentence, from a vocabulary (which includes beginning/end tokens). In the selection
of next words and sequence retention, the initial method explored was simple probabilistic sampling
(in other words, greedy sampling). The second method they employed was BeamSearch, which at
each time-step t, evaluates the next words to add the best k sentences from the t− 1, and keeps the k
best sentences after [12].

3.1 Reproduction and Augmentation

In reproducing this architecture and its reported results, we attempted to re-implement in PyTorch in
a Git repository. While we had an adequate understanding of Vinyals et al. (2014), we made some
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errors in the PyTorch model early on. We eventually came across a very similar implementation
by Hwasser et al. (2018) on GitHub. We had hoped to fine-tune the entire network but our GPU
resources were inadequate, so we retained the way Hwasser et al. (2018) froze all non-linear layers
in the Encoder. The results stated in this implementation were reproducible after updating a lot of
deprecated PyTorch pre-0.4 code.

After forking this implementation, we replaced the ResNet-34 [3]) pre-trained model they used with
ResNet-50 [3] both pre-trained on ImageNet [4]. We trained the last (linear) layer of our Encoder for
3 epochs with a learning rate of 0.001, the training and validation loss graph for which can be seen in
5.7 of the Appendix.

Additionally, alongside the included (greedy) sampling method, we also implemented our own
BeamSearch algorithm in eval.py. Our implementation included parallel tensors to store the output
indices and likelihood values, in which we did branch-copying to propagate the pre-iteration states
for the top k next states. At each propagation, we sum the log-likelihoods from the previous batched
tensors. We used beam size of 2 and 3 and they both perform slightly better than the greedy sampling.

Our BeamSearch algorithm box is in Appendix 5.3.

4 Comparison of Results

To evaluate the quality of the captions retrieved by the Nearest-Neighbors approach and the generated
CNN-LSTM approach, we considered four scoring functions: BLEU [8], CIDEr [9], METEOR [10],
and ROUGE [11]. BLEU is further evaluated along 1-to-4-gram scores. These results, including the
CNN-LSTM variants Greedy and BeamSearch (k = 2, 3), are presented below in Table 1.

Table 1: Scores of Nearest-Neighbors and CNN-LSTM Image Captioning

Score kNNs CNN-LSTM (Greedy) CNN-LSTM (2) CNN-LSTM (3)

BLEU-1 55.7 64.7 64.6 63.8
BLEU-2 37.4 46.1 46.3 45.7
BLEU-3 24.8 31.8 32.7 32.4
BLEU-4 16.9 22.1 23.423 23.456
CIDEr 54.4 68.2 71.3 71.4
METEOR 20.8 21.4 21.9 22.1
ROUGE 43.2 47.5 48.0 47.9

The results obtained from our implementations is comparable to the original results obtained by the
original literatures. For the Nearest-Neighbors approach, Devlin, et al. (2015) presents a BLEU-4
score of 22.3, a CIDEr of 72.0 and a METEOR score of 20.3 (all for the ‘fc7‘ feature space). For the
CNN-LSTM approach, Vinyals, et al. (2014) presents a BLEU-4 score of 27.7, a CIDEr of 85.5, and
a METEOR score of 23.7. Both original papers did not evaluate the ROUGE score.

4.1 The Nearest-Neighbors approach.

While our Nearest-Neighbors implementation achieved a slightly better METEOR score in compar-
ison to the original results presented, the other two scoring metrics (BLEU-4 and CIDEr) showed
lower scores. This is most likely due to the smaller subset of the training dataset (20,000 images out
of the full 82,783) used in building the nearest-neighbour graph. This is a limitation that arise from
the time and computational resource constraints of this project.

A few images from the MS COCO validation dataset were selected at random to evaluate qualitatively
the sampled captions (Appendix Section 5.5). The retrieved captions are reasonable for the most
part, for instance, the categorization of sport related images to sport related captions. It is clear that
there are errors with this method however, such as in the classification of the sports. These errors
highlight the biggest limitation in this approach, which is that it is severely restricted by the caption
set in the training set. Thus, any uncommon images will likely fall short in its retrieved captions, and
the retrieved captions will likely be biased to the distribution of image types in the training set.
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4.2 The CNN-LSTM approach.

When we forked Hwasser et al. (2018) and made some augmentations, all the scores produced
when evaluating (even with Greedy Sampling) were an improvement on the original implementation
(see lstm_512 in Appendix 5.9) after training with the same hyperparameters and replacing the
pre-trained model.

Qualitatively from the validation set, around half of the generated captions we manually reviewed
matched the images pretty well (see Appendix 5.6). In particular the samples related to other samples
from the training set, such as tennis-related images, did quite well. However, when some vectors of
details are missing, the captions can be wildly off. For example, a monochrome image of a toothbrush
and tube of toothpaste in a plastic cup was captioned as "a black and white photo of a parking meter"
(see Appendix 5.6).

All versions of our CNN-LSTM methods performed better than the Nearest-Neighbors approach as
expected given that CNN-LSTM was the SOTA.

4.2.1 Comparing the variants of CNN-LSTM.

However, interesting results come from comparing our variants of CNN-LSTM (see Table 1). When
evaluating with BLEU-n scores, it would appear that a smaller beam size results in a higher scores
for lower n-grams; beam size 1 (Greedy) performs the best for BLEU-1 but beam size 2 perform best
for BLEU-2/3 and beam size 3 performs best for BLEU-4. We hypothesize that this is because longer
n-grams have more context in memory, so a large beam size would serve as a better heuristic for
the optimal sampling algorithm; in contrast, shorter n-grams might score the greedy solutions more
favourably because shorter/earlier sequences are preferred when pruning in BeamSearch.

Additionally, for CIDEr and METEOR, it appears that increasing the beam size produces better
results, which is nice. For the ROUGE score, beam size 3 came close to 2; this latter result may
indicate that our implementation of BeamSearch is not entirely faithful to the classical algorithm.

4.3 A note on ResNet-50.

Our augmented fork of Hwasser et al. (2018) performed better than the original, which employed
ResNet-34 [3] but still fell short of the Vinyals et al. (2014). Given time constraints, the pre-trained
ResNet-50 was trained for only 3 epochs and with a relatively small learning rate of 0.001, so this
may account for the lower performance compared to the Vinyals et al. (2014).

We hypothesize that because ResNet-50 [3] post-dates Vinyals et al. (2014) and was pre-trained on
ImageNet [4], it may have fitted closer to ImageNet than whatever pre-trained network Vinyals et
al. (2014) uses. Because ImageNet samples mostly focus on single objects in its images and MS
COCO [1] samples are common objects in context, it’s possible that ResNet-50 is more tightly fit to
ImageNet and might not generalize as well to MS COCO as the pre-trained model used in Vinyals et
al. (2014).

Broader Impact

As we reviewed the original literature [12] and reviewed several reproductions, it was apparent that
even though the models were trained on large and generalizing datasets, most captions were not as
accurately detailed as the descriptions we came up with on our own. While captions are not supposed
to describe every detail, several captions missed key details of the images, and others added details
that were not in the images in the first place.

One trend that we noticed in running Hwasser et al. (2018) and augmenting our fork was that
qualitatively, the accuracy of captions generated for images that had vertebrae (like cats and dogs,
but especially humans) was questionable; for example, on the image with ID 5476 from the 2014
validation set in MS COCO [1] (see Appendix 5.10), one of the popular captions mentioned a group
of people riding horses on the beach, when the only relation to horses is that the group of people
on the left formed the silhouette of a horse. This might have implications for mission-critical and
important applications such as law enforcement and vision-based service robots. While the general
quality of these captions is impressive, one misplaced word or negation could affect the consequences.
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5 Appendix

5.1 Code Implementations on GitHub

The code repositories for this project is available publicly at:

• Nearest-Neighbours Approach and CNN-LSTM First Attempt:
https://github.com/rusbridger/Image-Captioning

• CNN-LSTM Second Attempt:
https://github.com/rusbridger/show-and-tell

5.2 ResNet-50 Architecture

The ResNet-50 architecture [3] with the red outlining the modified layer.
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5.3 BeamSearch Implementation

1 def beam_sample ( decoder , fea tures , max_len=25 , k =3) :
2 batch_size , h idden_size = fea tu res . shape
3 ou tpu t_ ids = to rch . zeros ( batch_size , k , max_len , dtype= to rch . i n t ) . cuda ( )
4 output_probs = to rch . ones ( batch_size , k , dtype= to rch . i n t ) . cuda ( )
5 hidden_state = to rch . zeros (1 , batch_size , k , h idden_size ) . cuda ( )
6 c e l l _ s t a t e = to rch . zeros (1 , batch_size , k , h idden_size ) . cuda ( )
7 i npu ts = [ fea tu res . unsqueeze ( 1 ) f o r i i n range ( k ) ] # (B, 1 , H)
8 vocab_size = decoder . l i n e a r . ou t_ fea tu res
9

10 f o r i i n range ( max_len ) :
11 # pass data through r e c u r r en t network
12 outputs = [ ]
13 f o r j i n range ( k ) :
14 i f i == 0 :
15 hiddens , s ta tes = decoder . u n i t ( i npu ts [ j ] , None )
16 else :
17 hiddens , s ta tes = decoder . u n i t (
18 i npu ts [ j ] ,
19 ( h idden_sta te [ : , : , j , : ] . cont iguous ( ) ,
20 c e l l _ s t a t e [ : , : , j , : ] . cont iguous ( ) )
21 )
22

23 hidden_state [ : , : , j , : ] , c e l l _ s t a t e [ : , : , j , : ] = s ta tes
24

25 l o g i t s = decoder . l i n e a r ( hiddens . squeeze ( 1 ) )
26 outputs . append ( log_softmax ( l o g i t s , dim =1) )
27 outputs [ j ] += output_probs [ : , j ] . unsqueeze ( 1 ) . expand ( batch_size , vocab_size )
28

29 i f i == 0 :
30 outputs = outputs [ 0 ]
31 else :
32 outputs = to rch . ca t ( outputs , dim=1)
33

34 top_k = outputs . topk ( k , dim=1)
35 output_probs , p red ic ted = top_k
36 branch_ids = pred ic ted / / vocab_size
37 pred ic ted %= vocab_size
38

39 new_ids = to rch . zeros ( batch_size , k , max_len , dtype= to rch . i n t )
40 new_hidden_state = to rch . zeros ( * h idden_state . shape ) . cuda ( )
41 new_ce l l_s ta te = to rch . zeros ( * c e l l _ s t a t e . shape ) . cuda ( )
42 f o r b i n range ( batch_s ize ) :
43 new_ids [ b ] = ou tpu t_ ids [ b , branch_ids [ b ] ]
44 new_ids [ b , : , i ] = p red ic ted [ b ]
45

46 new_hidden_state [ : , b , : , : ] = h idden_state [ : , b , branch_ids [ b ] , : ]
47 new_ce l l_s ta te [ : , b , : , : ] = c e l l _ s t a t e [ : , b , branch_ids [ b ] , : ]
48

49 ou tpu t_ ids = new_ids
50 hidden_state = new_hidden_state
51 c e l l _ s t a t e = new_ce l l_s ta te
52

53 # prepare chosen words f o r next decoding step
54 f o r j i n range ( k ) :
55 i npu ts [ j ] = decoder . embeddings ( p red ic ted [ : , j ] )
56 i npu ts [ j ] = i npu ts [ j ] . unsqueeze ( 1 )
57 ou tpu t_ ids = ou tpu t_ ids [ : , 0 , : ]
58 r e t u r n ou tpu t_ ids . squeeze ( )
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5.4 Sample Nearest Neighbors Result (k=20)

Sample validation image used to retrieve nearest neighbors (image_id=581929):

Resulting 20-nearest-neighbors:

5.5 Sampled Captions from the Nearest-Neighbors Approach (k=100)
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5.6 Sampled Captions from the CNN-LSTM Approach (beam size = 3)

5.7 CNN-LSTM Encoder Training/Validation Losses

ResNet-50 (pre-trained on ImageNet) training its last layer for 3 epochs with learning rate of 0.001.
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5.8 CNN-LSTM Encoder Training/Validation Losses from Hwasser et al. (2018)

5.9 Scores from Hwasser et al. (2018)
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5.10 Image image_id=5476 from MSCOCO 2014 Validation Dataset
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